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a b s t r a c t
In murky water, the light interaction with the medium particles results in a complex image formation
model that is hard to use effectively with a shape estimation framework like Photometric Stereo. All
previous approaches have resorted to necessary model simpliﬁcations that were though used arbitrarily, without describing how their validity can be estimated in an unknown underwater situation. In this
work, we evaluate the effectiveness of such simpliﬁed models and we show that this varies strongly with
the imaging conditions. For this reason, we propose a novel framework that can predict the effectiveness of a photometric model when the scene is unknown. To achieve this we use a dynamic lighting
framework where a robotic platform is able to probe the scene with varying light positions, and the respective change in estimated surface normals serves as a faithful proxy of the true reconstruction error.
This creates important beneﬁts over traditional Photometric Stereo frameworks, as our system can adapt
some critical factors to an underwater scenario, such as the camera-scene distance and the light position
or the photometric model, in order to minimize the reconstruction error. Our work is evaluated through
both numerical simulations and real experiments for different distances, underwater visibilities and light
source baselines.
© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Consider a robotic platform operating in a murky sub-sea environment, equipped with light sources and a camera to illuminate and image the scene in front. Imaging and scene understanding in this scenario is challenging for two reasons: (a) light from
the sources is backscattered toward the camera reducing image
contrast severely, and (b) light reaching the scene and reﬂected
back to the camera is weak and results in dark (and noisy) scene
appearance.
Feature-based methods such as Structure-from-Motion are effective in mapping large areas in clear water [14]. However, they
fail to perform reliably in murky maritime environments due to
the strong image degradation that de-features the captured images
and dictates special post-processing [28].
Photometric approaches on the other hand attempt to model
the cause of image degradation and develop algorithms for scene
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reconstruction. However, the image formation model in murky water is complex and non-linear, making it hard to use effectively
with a shape estimation approach such as Photometric Stereo (PS).
For this reason all photometric approaches [15,21,23,38,39] have
resorted to approximations to keep the problem tractable. For
example, often the scene is assumed to be distant enough that
inverse-square law can be ignored and that backscatter does not
vary with distance, or the scene is assumed to be close enough
that backscattering can be ignored.
The above photometric model simpliﬁcations are very effective when applied in the appropriate scenarios. But it is hard for
a robotic platform exploring an unknown environment to know
a priori which assumptions are valid. Blindly applying a model
simpliﬁcation is very likely to result in poor scene reconstruction.
Fig. 1 shows the Photometric Stereo images of a barrel using an
ROV in real murky port water, and the reconstruction results using the method of [38] as the vehicle was navigating toward the
target. Being too far decreased the SNR severely as the backscatter
dominated the dynamic range of the sensor and the reconstruction
was poor. Being too close also yielded errors, since the photometric model neglected the strong non-uniform illumination on the
scene. Since the scene was unknown, it was hard to predict which
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Fig. 1. The underwater images and the respective estimated Photometric Stereo reconstructions of a barrel object using an ROV in the port water of Leixões in Porto,
Portugal. The reconstruction quality varied according to the distance. For large distances this was degraded due to the low camera SNR and for small distances it was also
poor due to the photometric model invalidity [38]. Since the scene is unknown, it is hard to predict the optimal distance (middle reconstruction), or adopt automatically a
more effective photometric model or light position.

distance was more effective, or if another photometric model or
light source position could have been more successful.
In this work, we propose an effective approach for reasoning
about the validity of such photometric models when the scene is
unknown. To achieve this, we use a dynamic lighting framework
where a robotic platform is able to probe the scene with varying
light positions. This approach is based on a simple idea: if the photometric model is wrong for a particular scenario, the estimated
surface normals will be erroneous and, more importantly, the error will vary signiﬁcantly as the light source positions are varied
with respect to the camera. On the other hand, if the photometric
model is correct, the estimated surface normals will not vary as
the source positions are varied.
In short, we obtain a faithful proxy for the true reconstruction
error by estimating the change in surface normals under different light source positions. For example, when the source is close
to the camera, backscatter is strong and any algorithm that ignores this produces worse shape estimates. But, as the source
is moved away (even a short distance), the backscatter reduces
[10] and the same algorithm produces better normal estimates.
Our proposed dynamic lighting framework offers signiﬁcant potentials to Photometric Stereo in murky water. The ability to approximate the reconstruction error can be used to adjust automatically: (a) the camera-scene distance, (b) the light position, and (c)
the photometric model, in order to maximize the reconstruction
quality.
We perform extensive numerical simulations where we mimic
realistic scenarios underwater with different medium, distance,
and system characteristics. Then, we present a real robotic platform in murky water navigating toward the scene of interest which
can move the lighting ﬁxtures along a mechanical arm. We demonstrate our system in the controlled environment of a big water
tank, where the platform explores an unknown object for different
distances, light positions and scattering levels, and we compare our
results with the reconstruction from a depth sensor [24].
2. Related work
During the past years several approaches have shown how
the effectiveness of Photometric Stereo can be extended by relaxing some of the limiting assumptions of the original method.
[1,31] have shown how PS can be applied in uncontrolled environments where the scene is imaged by different cameras and variant

outdoor conditions. Speciﬁcally, internet images taken in different
weather conditions were used to reconstruct tourism sites. In [25]
and [18] the distant-lighting and orthographic projection assumptions were relaxed by modeling the effects of near-ﬁeld illumination and perspective projection.
Various works have studied PS for the underwater case. The
seminal work of [11] derived the image formation model in murky
water, and since then many approaches showed how this can be
simpliﬁed and optimized for the unknown orientation and albedo
[15,20,21,23,38,39]. However, the resulting photometric models
were used arbitrarily without examining their validity in different
conditions. In our work we evaluate the effectiveness of such models considering various distances, scattering levels, light positions
and sensor noise, and we propose a novel framework for predicting their effectiveness when the scene is unknown.
Some works emphasized the importance of the imaging system
for the quality of the captured images in murky water. The impact
of the vertical or horizontal displacement of the sources on image quality was investigated in [11,27], the use of polarizing ﬁlters
[35,36] or the fusion of two images [37] were proposed to reduce
the impact of backscatter, and the optimal separation between the
camera and the sources in terms of image quality was calculated in
[10] assuming that the scene is planar and the imaging conditions
are known. Our work differs signiﬁcantly from these works. First,
because it tackles the problem of shape and albedo estimation using Photometric Stereo and not the improvement of visibility in
murky water. Second, our work comprises an automatic approach
that requires no prior knowledge about the scene.
In a sense our dynamic lighting system comprises an active approach. However, it could not be compared with active approaches
in pure-air [5–7,17]. In these works, a speciﬁc photometric model
was employed without further investigation. Our work provides
the framework for evaluating such models automatically in murky
water.
Our work also proposes a way for estimating the optimal light
conﬁguration for Photometric Stereo in murky water. Some works
have examined the problem of ﬁnding the light position that is
more robust to gaussian noise in pure air [3,8,16,32,33]. However,
once again these works adopted a speciﬁc model (distant-lighting)
without examining its validity. In our work, we take into account
both the model validity and sensor noise in murky water, and
we show that the optimal light position varies according to the
scenario.
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4. Photometric model approximations
In this section we summarize previous model simpliﬁcations
that were used for photometry in murky water.
The measured brightness at every pixel equals the sum of the
direct and backscatter components. A generic expression of the image formation model (excluding noise) can be written as:
D



E = n · l +B.
Fig. 2. The measured brightness is the sum of the attenuated scene-reﬂected signal (direct component-D), and the unwanted scattered light from the particles
(backscatter component-B).

3. Image formation model
Consider the image formation model for a Lambertian scene
in murky water [11,38]. The measured brightness at every pixel
equals the sum of the so-called direct and backscatter light components (Fig. 2).
Direct component. The direct component corresponds to the
light amount from the source that reaches the scene and then gets
reﬂected towards the sensor pixel on the camera. A general expression can be given as

D = n · l.

(1)

Here n is the normal vector of the scene point whose magnitude equals the point’s albedo,  = n (we assume Lambertian
reﬂectance – details in Section 7.2). The vector l bears both the
information of the light amount (vector magnitude) that reaches
the sensor after the attenuation it goes through the medium, and
the direction of the incident illumination on the scene (vector direction). Light is attenuated both due to inverse-square law and
the medium attenuation as it travels the distance dSP between the
e−cdSP
dSP 2

source and the point:

. Here c is the total attenuation coeﬃ-

cient of the medium. After it gets reﬂected, it is attenuated again
as it travels the distance dOP through the medium: e−cdOP . Thus, the
light vector l in Eq. (1) can be expressed as

l = I0

e−c(dSP +dOP ) ˆ
l,
2
dSP

(2)

where I0 equals the radiant intensity of the source, and lˆ is the
incident light unit-vector at the scene point.
Backscatter component. The backscatter component corresponds to the summation of all light beams that get scattered
from the particles along the Line-Of-Sight (LOS) towards the pixel
(Fig. 2). Consider a differential volume of particles at a point Px . As
with the scene point, this receives a light amount that has been
attenuated along its travel path dSPx between the source and the
particle: IPx = I0 e

−cdSP
x

dSPx 2

.

Then the particle volume scatters light around all directions
around it. However, we are interested in the light amount that is
scattered towards the sensor pixel, i.e. towards a direction with angle φ . Thus, the particle-reﬂected light equals β (φ )IPx , where β (φ )
is the scaling scattering function of the medium. This is further
attenuated as it travels the distance dOPx from the particle to the
medium by e−cdOPx . Integrating along all illuminated points on the
LOS of the pixel, we get the total backscatter light component:


B=

P
P0

I0 β (φ )

e−c(dSPx +dOPx )
dSPx

2

dP x.

(3)

Due to the limited ﬁeld of view of the source, the lower limit of
the integral equals a point P0 on the LOS.

(4)

Here n is the normal vector which bears the information about the
orientation and albedo of the scene point (the albedo equals the
normal’s magnitude), l is the light vector which bears both the information about the light direction and the attenuation that the
beam has undergone along its travel path, and B is the backscatter
component.
The goal is to recover the normal vector n for every pixel. Due
to the under-determined and complex nature of the PS equations,
previous approaches showed how the problem can be simpliﬁed.
First, it was shown that the backscatter component can be approximated using the following assumptions:
No Backscatter. In [15,23] it was assumed that the backscatter component can be totally neglected compared with the direct component: D  B. In this case, B is approximated by B = 0,
and the measured brightness corresponds to the direct component:
0


E =D+B
. This is valid for small distances where the incident

illumination on the scene and the respective direct component are
very strong compared to backscatter, or when the camera-source
distance is large [10,11].
Backscatter Saturation. In [36,38] it was described that the
backscatter component becomes saturated, i.e. it reaches a maximum value and remains constant after a small distance from the
camera. In other words, it becomes scene-depth independent and
for this reason it can be approximated for every pixel by capturing images from a camera looking at inﬁnity B = E∞ , where
D = 0. These images are then subtracted from the main Photometric Stereo images, and the remaining signal corresponds to the direct component: E − E∞ = D.
When valid, both of these approximations facilitate scene reconstruction, as they do not have to model and solve for the several unknown variables of the backscatter component. Then, the
problem comes to the estimation of the normal vector n using the
direct component only. The challenging part in this case is to deﬁne the incident illumination vector l for every pixel. As soon as
this is estimated, the remaining unknown is the normal vector only
and Photometric Stereo corresponds to a linear system of equations
as in pure air [38]. A very fundamental assumption for the direct
component has been that the lighting on the scene is distant:
Distant-Lighting. It is assumed that the incident light vector
from a source is the same for all scene points, which is valid when
the scene depth is large compared with the object size. Then, l
(Eq. (2)) is approximated by the constant vector l for all pixels,
which is the light vector between the source and the centroid of
the object (details in Section 6). l is easily calibrated using a white
matte sphere at the object position [21,38]. Otherwise, it can be
estimated via an uncalibrated way as in pure air [2,9,34].
Distant-Lighting yields a linear PS system of equations and has
been used by the vast majority of photometric approaches due to
its computational simplicity. However, its principle assumption becomes violated when the camera-scene distance is small with respect to the object size. In that case the incident illumination on
the scene is non-uniform:
Near-Lighting corresponds to the original model for the direct
component, where l (Eq. (2)) differs according to the unknown 3D
position of every scene point and the total attenuation coeﬃcient
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Fig. 3. Simulations showing the reconstruction error for various photometric models in different conditions. The error depends on the noise level, the scene depth, the
scattering level, the size of the object and the light source baseline.

c of the medium. In this case, the direct component is non-linear
and has more unknowns than its distant approximation. [15,23]
solved the Near-Lighting problem using external hardware for estimating c and an iterative optimization algorithm. According to this,
the Distant-Lighting approximation was initially considered in order to recover a ﬁrst estimate of the normal map of the object.
By integrating the normal map and having prior knowledge about
the average camera-scene distance, the depth map of the object
was estimated and the incident illumination on the object was recalculated taking into account the depth variation per pixel. Then,
a reﬁned version of the normal map was estimated. The algorithm
was iterated until convergence.
Combining the photometric models for the direct and backscatter components yields potential optimization strategies. For example, for large camera-scene distances it was shown that DistantLighting & Backscatter Saturation model approximations yield a
simple, linear solution that requires no prior knowledge about
the medium coeﬃcients [38]. For small camera-scene distances,
Distant-Lighting might fail (depending on the object size) and the
non-linear Near-Lighting model can be solved either assuming that
the backscatter is saturated or neglected entirely.
In the next section, we investigate the factors that inﬂuence the
effectiveness of such photometric models in murky water.
5. Photometric model effectiveness evaluation
Consider a Photometric Stereo system operating in murky water. Given the captured images, a version of the normal map is estimated by inverting the photometric model that is used to describe
the image formation. We now examine how the validity of such
models changes according to the imaging conditions.
In pure-air and controlled imaging conditions there are some
rough rules for predicting when a photometric model is correct.
For example, Distant-Lighting dictates that the scene depth is at
least an order of magnitude larger than the object size. In murky
water, the validity of Distant-Lighting approximation is harder to
predict as it also depends on the total attenuation coeﬃcient c
of the medium. The camera Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) is another
important factor in murky water since it is directly related with
the effects of attenuation and backscattering [10]. We performed a
large number of simulations in order to evaluate the effectiveness
of different photometric approximations in murky water. In this
case, the metric that indicates the model effectiveness is the difference between the estimated and the ground-truth normal map
of the object.
We have numerically simulated the image formation underwater, a Photometric Stereo system with 4 sources, and a sphere object at different scene depths (the term depth in this work refers
to the scene depth, i.e. distance, rather than the water depth).
Fig. 3a shows the reconstruction error for the ideal case that the
sensor is noiseless and has unlimited dynamic range. When no
model approximations are made (only possible in simulations), the

reconstruction error is zero everywhere (blue dotted line) as would
happen in pure air (orange dotted line). When a model approximation is used (red, green and black lines), some error appears in the
estimated normals and this varies with distance according to the
validity of the model’s assumptions. At large distances for example, the Distant-Lighting model is very effective because the object
size is small compared with the depth, while the No Backscatter
model fails badly as it erroneously neglects the strong backscatter
component. Thus, in the noiseless case the error varies only due to
the level of model invalidity.
Consider now a realistic sensor with limited dynamic range and
some noise. In this case the image formation model is rewritten
as E = D + B + NS , where NS is additive noise. The Signal-to-NoiseRatio for a captured image is

SNR ≡

D
.
B + NS

(5)

Unlike in pure air, the SNR is affected by the backscatter component which takes up part of the limited dynamic range of the sensor, and the strength of the direct component which is attenuated
according to the scattering level of the medium.
Fig. 3b shows the error for the realistic-noisy case. The reconstruction in the scattering medium (blue dotted line) suffers from
high error compared with pure air (orange dotted line) especially
at large scene depths where the SNR is low. This affects all model
approximations, the use of which introduces additional error. As
some imaging characteristics change – for example the scattering
level (Fig. 3c), the object size (Fig. 3d), or the light baseline (i.e. the
distance of the sources from the camera – Fig. 3e) the reconstruction effectiveness for each photometric model changes as well.
Overall, the system effectiveness depends on several factors and
hence using a photometric model arbitrarily can yield signiﬁcant
reconstruction error. At the same time, it is hard to predict automatically when the reconstruction is effective since the scene and
the environment are normally unknown. In the next sections we
describe how this can be achieved using a Photometric Stereo system with dynamic lighting.
6. Model effectiveness prediction using dynamic lighting
In a real underwater scenario the ground-truth normal map of
the object is unknown, making the evaluation of a photometric
model’s effectiveness hard. We tackle this problem using a Photometric Stereo system with dynamic lighting. Consider a PS light
baseline where a number of sources (at least 3) are placed around
the camera. Combining the model approximations of Section 4, we
can estimate a version of the normal vector nr at every scene
point, where r denotes the baseline distance of the sources from
the camera. Whether the ground-truth normal map n was known,
we could estimate the true reconstruction error (p-norm) as

r = nr − n p .

(6)
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Fig. 4. Consider a Photometric Stereo system which can move the light sources by a small incremental step dr. This way, two versions of the normal map are estimated:
one using the light baseline r, and one using r + dr. When the photometric model is valid, the estimated normal maps coincide as they match the ground-truth. Otherwise
the estimated normals differ from the ground-truth as they absorb some error due to the model invalidity.

Fig. 5. Given that the source-object distance is large compared with the object size, Distant Lighting (top-row) assumes that the illumination vector l can be approximated by
the constant distant vector l . The level of agreement between these two (a) is reﬂected in the respective approximation error in the recovered normal (b). When we change
the light position, the source-object distance is changed. This affects the distant lighting assumption and its respective approximation error. For a valid model, the error is
small at both source positions and the recovered normals coincide. For an invalid model, the error differs signiﬁcantly, and we see a similar difference in the estimated
normals (c). Similarly, when we change the light position the backscatter component is changed (bottom-row), affecting the validity of the respective approximations.

The level of agreement between the two vectors depends on the
validity of the photometric model. When the model is correct we
expect the vectors to be equal or to vary insigniﬁcantly. Otherwise
they will differ, as the error in modeling will be absorbed by the
estimated normal nr .
Consider now a framework that allows the baseline to change
by moving all sources by a small displacement dr (Fig. 4). Using the
new baseline r + dr, we can recover a new version of the normal
vector nr+dr , that corresponds to ground-truth error

r+dr = nr+dr − n p ,

(7)

as in Eq. (6).
Since we are imaging the same object, the estimated normals
using the two baselines should coincide and equal the groundtruth when the photometric model is valid. In this case, nr 
nr+dr  n. Nonetheless, when the model is invalid, the modeling
error is evident in an estimated normal vector which differs from
the ground-truth one. Our key observation is that this error differs with baseline, and thus we expect r = r+dr = 0 which leads
to the estimation of a different normal for the same scene point
nr = nr+dr = n. This gives us the insight that the level of disagreement between the estimated normals for the same scene point using proximate baselines indicates the model validity:

r = nr+dr − nr  p .

(8)

This requires no prior knowledge about the ground-truth object
normals, but only two separate Photometric Stereo sessions using
different light source positions.

6.1. Model approximation error
We now give the physical explanation of our proposed method
considering different model approximations and noise due to low
SNR. As described in the previous section we assume that all light
sources are displaced by dr away from the camera (Fig. 5 shows
only one source only for clarity).
Distant-Lighting assumes that the illumination vector from a
light source is constant. Consider the case of Fig. 5-top left. When
the source is at position r, the real illumination vector at a scene
point will be lr . For Distant-Lighting, this is approximated by the
vector lr between the light source and the centroid of the object.
This will cause some error to the estimated vector nr , according to
how valid the approximation of lr is with lr . Similarly, when the

sources are moved by dr, lr+dr is approximated with lr+
, which
dr
causes error to nr+dr .
When the object
 size X is small compared with the source-

object distance r 2 + d2  X, the Distant-Lighting model is valid.
Then, the difference between the real illumination
 vector and the
distant one is negligible lr  lr , and nr ࣃ n. If r 2 + d2  X, then



(r + dr )2 + d2  X also, meaning that Distant-Lighting is also

valid for the baseline r + dr. Thus lr+
 lr+dr and nr+dr  n. Then,
dr
the proposed error of Eq. (8) will be r = nr − nr+dr  p  0, indicating that the Distant-Lighting model is correct.
As the ratio between the source-object distance and the object size is decreased,
the Distant-Lighting approximation becomes

invalid. In this case, r 2 + d2 ∼ X, lr = lr , and nr = n. Since the
source-object distance and the object size are now comparable,
the
√ displacement
√ in source position dr is important. Speciﬁcally,
(r+dr )2 +d2
X

>

r 2 +d 2
,
X

meaning that the error in approximating
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Fig. 6. The SNR of the captured images depends on the light position. Thus in the
presence of SNR error the estimated normal maps differ from one light position to
the other. When the SNR error is low (small scene depths where the direct component is strong) the estimated normals coincide.


lr+
with lr+dr , will be smaller than approximating lr with lr ,
dr
leading to nr = nr+dr .
Fig. 5a-top row shows the difference between the approximated
and the real illumination vectors for light positions r and r + dr. At
large scene depths, the vectors are well approximated with their
distant versions for both baselines, and the estimated normals in
both cases are close to ground-truth (Fig. 5b). As the scene depth
decreases, a small change in light baseline dr has a big impact on
the Distant-Lighting approximation, and the estimated normals using each baseline differ. Thus our proposed error metric (Fig. 5c)
can be used for predicting the validity of the model approximation.
Backscatter Component: The change in source position similarly affects the validity of the backscatter component approximations. In this case though, the reﬂected error in the estimated
normals is due to the erroneous approximation of the backscatter component B with B , where B = 0 for the No Backscatter assumption, or B = E∞ for the Backscatter Saturation. Fig. 5-bottom
left shows the effect of the light position on the backscatter. The
backscatter integration path for the source at position r will be always greater than the respective one at r + dr, leading to Br > Br+dr
[10].
Consider the No Backscatter model approximation for a baseline
r. This assumes that the backscatter component is negligible with
respect to the strong direct component, and approximates Br with
Br  0. In this case, the estimated normal will absorb some error
according to how valid the approximation of Br is with Br (Fig. 5abottom row). This is valid for small scene depths. If Br  Br  0
though, then Br+dr  0 as well, since Br+dr < Br . Hence when the
model is valid the error is negligible for both baselines which recover normals close to ground-truth nr  nr+dr  n (Fig. 5b). For
large scene depths where backscatter is not negligible, using the
No Backscatter approximation will reﬂect signiﬁcant error in the
estimated normals. Since Br+dr < Br , the error that will affect nr+dr
will be smaller than the error to nr . This leads to nr = nr+dr
(Fig. 5c).
SNR Error: Even when a model approximation is correct, the
reconstruction might suffer from error due to low SNR (Section 5).
In [10] it was described that this also varies with the light position
since the position affects the direct and backscatter components
and therefore the image SNR (Eq. (5)). Therefore, similarly with the
model approximation errors, the error er in Eq. (6) for baseline r
will be different than er+dr when SNR error is present, which leads
to nr = nr+dr . In the absence of SNR error, the two normal maps
would coincide.
Fig. 6a shows the impact of the noise to the useful direct component (expressed as SNR−1 ). This is strong in large scene depths
where the direct component is low. The fact that the SNR error
depends on the light position reﬂects a respective change to the
estimated normal maps that differ from the ground-truth (Fig. 6b)
and they also differ from each other (Fig. 6c).
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Fig. 7. As the light baseline is increased, the No Backscatter assumption becomes
valid as the backscatter is decreased and thus the ground-truth reconstruction error
is also decreasing (left graph). After the optimal light baseline the true reconstruction error is increasing again due to the low SNR. Our proposed error metric (right
graph) approximates the ground-truth error and predicts the optimal baseline.

6.2. Optimal light baseline
We have explained that the change in the estimated normals
under two source positions reﬂects the validity of the photometric
model. Given that the sources can move to more than two positions, our proposed metric   (Eq. (8)) can also be used to compare
the reconstruction effectiveness at different light baselines. Since
the error changes according to the light position, there is an optimal light baseline rO that minimizes the ground-truth error:

rO = arg min nr − n p .
r

(9)

Consider Fig. 7, which corresponds to a system that can move
the light sources by many small steps, creating an equal number
of baselines (x-axis). Left graph indicates the ground-truth reconstruction error at every light source baseline. In the absence of
any model approximation error in pure air, all baselines yield an
insigniﬁcant error that changes due to sensor noise only (orange
dotted line). Within scattering and when a model approximation
is used, the baseline is crucial as it affects the reconstruction error. Here, the No Backscatter model is subject to large error for
small baselines, since backscatter is strong there and neglecting it
reﬂects large error to the estimated normals (Section 6.1). Increasing the baseline reduces the backscatter component and hence the
error is decreased. After the optimal baseline rO , the reconstruction error is increased again because then the distance between
the sources and the object is too big and SNR is low [10].
Right graph corresponds to our error metric, which compares
the estimated normal map of every two successive baselines (r, r +
dr ). In the pure air case and when no model approximation is
used, the normal map changes insigniﬁcantly. When the model approximation is used, the reconstruction changes a lot when the
model is erroneous and the noise is strong (small baselines), and
exhibits the minimum change when the reconstruction is least
subject to errors. Thus, we predict the optimal baseline by estimating

rO = arg min nr − nr+dr  p .
r

(10)

It is important to note here that the optimal light baseline for
PS differs according to the scene depth, the photometric model and
the murkiness level as Fig. 8 indicates. Hence, a Photometric Stereo
system with ﬁxed light sources has a decreased effectiveness compared with a dynamic system.
7. Results
7.1. Simulations
We have conducted a large number of numerical simulations
considering different object distances and underwater visibilities
in order to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. Figs. 9 and
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Table 1
Normalized processing time per model.

Fig. 8. The optimal light baseline differs according to the scene depth, the photometric model, and the murkiness level. In general, at bigger scene depths larger
baselines are preferred (regardless of the photometric model) in order to minimize the backscatter that affects the SNR. At small scene depths, the backscatter is
low anyway and smaller baselines are preferred to maximize the direct component.
Then, each photometric model dictates a different baseline so that its assumptions
become valid.

10 outline our framework, considering a scenario where a robotic
platform navigates toward a sphere object.
At this part we considered three photometric models by combining different model approximations for the direct and backscatter components. These are the following: (a) Distant-Lighting and
Backscatter Saturation, (b) Near-Lighting and Backscatter Saturation, and (c) Near-Lighting and No Backscatter. Section 4 contains
further details about each photometric model.
We considered a large sphere object with a diameter of 40 cm
so that the Distant-Lighting assumption is violated at small scene
depths and the reconstruction error between the photometric
models is signiﬁcantly different. We used the values of c = 0.1/b =
0.04, c = 0.4/b = 0.2, and c = 2/b = 1.8 for the cases of low,
medium and strong scattering respectively, according to [12]. At
every scene depth the system varies the light baseline by moving all sources by small displacements of dr = 2 cm, within a range
from 0.2–1.5 m from the camera. Then, using Eq. (8) it predicts the
error for each model.
Fig. 9a shows the ground-truth reconstruction error for every model over the varying light baselines and 9b shows our
proposed metric that can be estimated without ground-truth

Photometric model

Time

Distant+Saturation
Near+No Backscatter
Near+Saturation

1
125
170

information. We can notice that our method approximates effectively the ground-truth reconstruction error at all scene depths.
It also indicates the optimal baseline rO for every model, i.e. the
baseline where the error is minimized.
Then, considering that each photometric model is characterized
by the reconstruction error at its optimal baseline rO (i.e. that the
system adapts a different light baseline for each model at every
scene depth), we can predict how the effectiveness of every model
changes with scene depth. Fig. 10 corresponds to three different
scattering levels and outline the several advantages of our method.
The dotted line in (a) corresponds to the ground-truth error per
model and scene depth, after selecting the true optimal baseline
rO using Eq. (9). The solid line, corresponds to the ground-truth
error when our predicted optimal baseline rO is selected using
Eq. (10). These two coincide in almost all the different scattering,
scene depth and model cases. Thus, our proposed metric can be
used to adapt the light position to the scenario. The graphs at (b)
show the ﬁnal predicted model effectiveness per scene depth. We
can see that this successfully approximates the ground-truth error
of (a).
Our framework can also be used for comparing the effectiveness of different models and forming an improved optimization
strategy in robotic underwater missions. Recall here that the processing capability of underwater vehicles is constrained by the
limited power and computational resources [4]. Each photometric model has a different complexity and computational cost. For
example Distant-Lighting+Backscatter Saturation corresponds to a
linear solution, while the Near-Lighting models are non-linear and
comprise additional unknowns. Table 1 shows an estimate of the
processing time (normalized by the time of the fastest method)
when each model is optimized using our simulations.

Fig. 9. Simulations of a realistic underwater scenario, where a robotic platform is carrying a dynamic lighting system, and it estimates several reconstructions of the sphere
at every scene depth under the different light positions. (a) shows the ground-truth reconstruction error of every model. (b) shows the average difference in the estimated
normal map as the light positions change.
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Fig. 10. Simulations showing the effectiveness of our proposed approach. (a) shows the reconstruction error per method, assuming that we have selected the groundtruth optimal light baseline per scene depth (dotted line) and the respective reconstruction error when we select the optimal baseline according to our proposed method
(solid line). (b) shows our automatic estimation of the error per model and scene depth. (c) shows how the reconstructed sphere shape changes with scene depth, directly
reﬂecting the effectiveness of the respective model. Finally, we can predict the best reconstruction, as the one that minimizes the change in normal map for all scene depths
and models (red box). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Approximating the reconstruction error per model can be used
in order to adapt such models automatically according to the scenario. Consider for example that the Distant+Saturation model is
used initially, due to its simplicity/low computational cost and its
effectiveness in large camera-scene distances where all models are
affected by the SNR error (Fig. 10). The robotic platform could predict that navigating towards the object decreases the reconstruction error until the scene depth where it starts increasing again
because of the invalidity of the Distant-Lighting model. Then it
could compare whether the more complex Near-Light models perform signiﬁcantly or insigniﬁcantly better and adapt the one with
the minimum error.
In Fig. 10(c) shows some instances of the reconstructed sphere
shapes using different models per scene depth in the case of strong
scattering. Notice how the reconstructed shapes change, in accordance with the respective ground-truth and approximated errors.
As our framework can be used for approximating the level of error
for every model at every scene depth, all possible reconstructions
can be compared and the one that corresponds to the minimum
predicted error can be selected as optimal (highlighted with red).
7.2. Discussion of other photometric factors
Our method is based on the observation that the change in estimated surface normals under different source positions is a faithful
proxy of the true reconstruction error per model. For robustness,
we estimate the average change in a large number of pixels. It is
important to investigate whether other effects can inﬂuence the
effectiveness of our method.
Ambient light might be present, however it is an additive signal
that is constant for all source positions. Thus, it can be measured

by capturing an image will all lights off and subtracted from the
original images. This will lead to a reduced SNR which we already
investigated in our work.
Forward-scattering can take place in small camera-scene distances, causing resolution loss [11,20]. In our work, we did not
model forward-scattering. In [13] it was described that the contrast loss due to attenuation and backscatter in underwater images
is dominant compared with the resolution loss caused by forwardscattering. This was demonstrated with objective criteria in [29,30],
and a wide series of real experiments in a water tank in [19].
In [39] forward-scattering was included, however the additional
model parameters were assigned arbitrary values, as the authors
described that these are hard to estimate without tedious, highprecision calibration that is subject to errors. For this reason, in a
later work a detailed sensitivity analysis was performed in order
to determine the importance of the various model variables and it
was concluded that the impact of the forward-scattering parameters is negligible compared with attenuation and backscatter [39].
In every case, our work provides the framework for evaluating such
photometric models in murky water that can be investigated in future work.
Specularities are generally weak underwater and otherwise they
can be mitigated using polarizers on the source and camera, respectively [30]. Similarly, inter-reﬂections can be compensated using a high-frequency spatial light modulator on the source [22].
We believe that modeling these effects mathematically adds unnecessary complexity when they can be mitigated optically, especially since we are designing an underwater robot. Self-shadowing
may inﬂuence our approach for objects near the camera. Specifically, as a light source is moving it can create a self-shadow
at some point that will change the pixel’s intensity, causing a
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Fig. 11. As the sources move, the estimated normal changes smoothly (left). When
an outlier is created from one of the sources, the respective change in the estimated
normal is abrupt.

respective change to the estimated normal vector. However, contrary to the change in a normal vector due to erroneous model approximations or SNR error, the change due to such outliers is very
abrupt. Fig. 11 demonstrates this effect. Left graph corresponds to
a scene point that is not subject to outliers. The estimated normal
vector in this case changes smoothly for all photometric models as
we change the baseline. When one of the sources creates an outlier
(shadow or specularity) in the right graph, the estimated normal
will change abruptly at that point no matter what model is used.
Thus, we can easily detect pixels that exhibit changes above some
threshold, and omit them from our Photometric Stereo framework.

Fig. 12. Top: Our mechanical system for moving the light sources inside water. Two
sources are placed above and two sources below the camera, that can move along
a horizontal direction. Bottom: The imaging setup for one of the murky water experiments using a shell object.

7.3. Discussion of lighting setup
We denoted the change in light source position by dr. Theoretically, if dr tends to zero the estimated normal maps will coincide
regardless of the model validity. In reality dr corresponds to nonzero values that are feasible to achieve using a mechanical system
or an array of light sources.
Selecting the value of dr depends on the sensing capabilities of
the sensor that should be able to measure the respective change
in image brightness. In our work, we tested different values of dr
(dr = 1 cm in Section 6, dr = 2 cm is Section 7.1, and dr = 5 cm in
the real experiments of Section 7.4), all of which in the order of
cm, considering the physical limitations of the setup underwater
where the light sources position varies usually within cm on the
robotic platform and the scene distance varies from cm to 1–2 m
in turbid water [11].
An interesting future direction would be to automatically adjust
the displacement dr as well according to the accuracy needed and
the sensing properties of the system. For example, starting from a
large dr the system would predict an optimal light position, and
then reﬁne this using smaller displacements.
The number of sources is irrelevant with the effectiveness of
our method, which requires at least 3 sources as any traditional PS
system. We have tested our method using 3, 4 and 8 sources with
no change in performance.
In the simulations of Section 7.1 we considered a symmetrical
lighting system where all sources move in a square around the
camera, while in the real experiments we used a system where the
sources move in horizontal direction that is easier to implement.
The displacement pattern does not affect the performance of our
method, as soon as all of the sources move either further away or
toward the camera. In our case, we considered only symmetrical
setups that are coherent with the previous works of [21,38].
7.4. Real experiments
In order to evaluate our proposed system in real murky water, we performed experiments in a big water tank (approximately
50 0 0 l). We constructed a mechanical arm that allows the light ﬁxtures to move along a horizontal line (Fig. 12). To the best of our

Fig. 13. At every scene depth we estimate the average change in normal map per
model, and we select the baseline that exhibits the smallest change. In this way the
system adapts the light baseline to the scenario, instead of using a ﬁxed baseline.

knowledge this is the ﬁrst dynamic Photometric Stereo system in
murky water. Our platform was also able to move at different distances from the object. A NIKON D70 0 0 camera with an NIKKOR
35 mm lens, and 4 sources were all immersed into the water. Two
different levels of scattering were created by diluting milk into
clean water as in [21,38], and a real shell object was imaged at
four different scene depths at each scattering level. At every scene
depth, the lighting setup around the camera was varied by moving
2 sources above and 2 below the camera along a horizontal line,
creating 10 different baselines separated by a step of dr = 5 cm.
At every scene depth, we varied the light sources baseline and
we estimated a different normal map for every photometric model.
We estimated the change in the non-unit normal vectors since the
reconstruction error can be reﬂected both to the normal direction
and magnitude (which corresponds to the albedo). Fig. 13 shows
our predicted error of the change in normals per model for two
different scene depths in one of the scattering levels. This allowed
us to select the optimal baseline per method, i.e. the one that minimizes the predicted error using Eq. (10). As in the ground-truth
simulations of Fig. 8, for big depths the estimated optimal baseline was larger for all models compared with the respective ones at
smaller depths, and also larger for the No Backscatter model compared with the other two models.
After selecting the optimal baseline for each photometric model
at every scene depth, the ﬁnal predicted error can be estimated
(Fig. 14). This is very high for all models at large depths, where
the SNR of the captured images was low due to the attenuated direct and the strong backscatter components. Then, the error was
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Fig. 14. The predicted error at a speciﬁc scattering level, per photometric model
and scene depth (after selecting the optimal baseline in every case). All models
exhibit high error at large scene depths, which is decreased rapidly as the platform moves closer to the object and SNR gets higher. For smaller scene depths the
improvement in reconstruction is weaker, and in some cases (Distant+Backscatter
Saturation model) the reconstruction error is increased, indicating the model
invalidity.

decreased for smaller distances where the visibility was better.
Fig. 15 shows the reconstructions for the Distant+Saturation model
(for the optimal light positions at every depth) that correspond to
the predicted error of Fig. 14. The reconstruction error was significantly decreasing initially as the scene depth was decreasing and
the SNR was getting higher. Then at the closest depth where the
near-light effect was strong, the predicted reconstruction error increased again indicating that the model becomes invalid. This is
supported by the optical comparison between the reconstructed
shapes and the reconstruction obtained using a depth sensor in
pure air. For large scene depths the reconstruction is dominated by
noise, for the smallest depth it has a strong bias in the middle (affected by the near-ﬁeld illumination), and at the predicted optimal
depth (marked by red) it is closest to the depth sensor reconstruction. For the smallest depth, our predicted error indicates that the
two other models are more valid (Fig. 14), and this can be optically
conﬁrmed by the reconstructions in Fig. 15 (third row). Among the
two, the error for the Near+Saturation method was predicted to be
lower (marked by red).
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Fig. 16. The blue line corresponds to the predicted error of a system that adapts
a different photometric model and light baseline at every scene depth (minimum
change in surface normals). The dotted lines show the predicted error of different systems that use a ﬁxed model and light baseline in all cases (black line: Distant+Saturation with a baseline of 40 cm, red line: Near+Saturation with a baseline
of 30 cm, green line: Near+No Backscatter with a baseline of 20 cm). The respective
reconstructions for every system can be seen in Figs. 17 and 18. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article).

Our method yields an adaptive Photometric Stereo system
which can adjust the light position and the photometric model
according to the scenario. The graphs in Fig. 16 show the predicted error of using such an adaptive system that selects a different model and light position at every scene depth (the ones
that correspond to the minimum change in the surface normals)
and different traditional, non-adaptive systems that use a constant
light baseline and model regardless of the scenario. Figs. 17 and
18 show the respective optical results for each system at two scattering levels. First, it can be noticed how signiﬁcantly different the
reconstruction quality can be as the depth, scattering level, photometric model and light baseline vary. Using such factors arbitrarily
can yield large reconstruction errors. Our adaptive system yields
signiﬁcantly better shape and albedo estimations for all distances
in both scattering levels, without any prior knowledge about the
true object shape. The reconstruction marked by red corresponds
to our predicted optimal solution among all potential reconstructions (for every scattering level there were 10 light positions × 3

Fig. 15. The reconstructed object shape when the Distant-Lighting+Backscatter Saturation photometric model is used, for decreasing camera-scene distance (second row). Our
method can automatically predict that the reconstruction quality is initially increasing as the distance is getting smaller. Then, for the smallest distance the reconstruction
quality is getting worse due to the model invalidity. Thus our method predicts the optimal camera-scene distance (denoted by red) for the speciﬁc model. Then, for the
smallest scene depth it is predicted that the other two models are more valid, and speciﬁcally that the reconstruction for the Near+Saturation model is optimal (marked by
red). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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Fig. 17. The reconstruction results of an adaptive and different non-adaptive systems at different scene depths. The predicted optimal reconstruction (among all scene depths
& models) is marked by red. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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Fig. 18. The reconstruction results for a different scattering level.
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models × 4 scene depths = 120 potential reconstructions that can
be seen in our supplementary material).
8. Discussion and conclusions
In this work, we evaluated the effectiveness of different photometric models in murky water considering several factors that are
critical in realistic imaging conditions (model validity, camera SNR,
light source baseline, distance, scattering etc.). We showed that the
reconstruction error depends strongly on the imaging conditions
and for this reason we presented a simple way for predicting the
effectiveness of a photometric model when the scene and the environment are unknown. The effectiveness of our method lies on
the observation that the change in estimated surface normals under different light source positions reﬂects the true error due to an
invalid photometric model or noise due to low SNR.
Our methodology still assumed that some information is apriori known or calibrated, such as the incident illumination vector
on the object centroid. This can be easily estimated using a sonar
or laser beam sensor [23], or using uncalibrated methods that have
been suggested for pure air [2,9,34]. The goal of our work was to
focus on the photometric model validity in murky water, rather
than on its ﬁnal optimization. In future work, our framework can
be used to evaluate totally uncalibrated methods.
Approximating the model’s effectiveness using our dynamic
lighting system offers signiﬁcant potentials to Photometric Stereo
in murky water. Speciﬁcally, some critical parameters that were
chosen arbitrarily in previous works, such as the scene depth, the
light baseline and the photometric model, can be adapted automatically to an unknown imaging scenario. Additional photometric models could be evaluated through our framework, such as
forward or multiple scattering [10,11,20,23], or models which assume different illumination proﬁles for the light sources such as
[21] which neglects shadow volumes in the medium or [26] which
models non-isotropic sources.
Supplementary material
Supplementary material associated with this article can be
found, in the online version, at 10.1016/j.cviu.2016.03.002.
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